


There is no question, based on  testimony, that the defendant actually 

believed that his life was in danger.  The issue is whether "a reasonable person in [the] 

defendant's position would have held that belief under the circumstances" (People v. 

Grady, 40 AD3d 1368 [3rd Dept. 2007]).  The belief is reasonable when you put 

yourself in the position of someone in a state of anxiety, in a vulnerable position -- 

sitting in a bathroom stall with no means of escape -- being accosted by an angry 

stranger.  

  

Any issue with  credibility is an issue for the jury, and his account is partially 

corroborated by the body camera footage in evidence.  The fact that  showed up 

on scene as the defendant was being arrested further supports ’s testimony  that 

the defendant did call earlier and asked him to quickly come to the location at 

issue. statements to the police on scene further corroborate that he has been on 

the phone with the defendant. 

  

As far as the duty to retreat, there was nowhere for him to retreat to; he was in the 

bathroom, and as far as he knew, the threat was right outside.  

 

Body camera footage of Officer Hensley, see Exhibit A in evidence starting at 2:57, 

documents n telling the police that the altercation started in the bathroom, that 

 was stabbed either in the bathroom or right outside and that  fell to the 

ground immediately in front of the kitchen, pointing on camera to the spot. This 

contradicts  trial testimony that he was not stabbed in the bathroom nor in front 

of the kitchen but much later, in the restaurant outside of the camera’s views.  

 

Further, on Lt.  body camera, in evidence as exhibit M at 1:45-1:51, 

states encountered him in the bathroom, there was a whole thing, 

felt on the ground, and I came and I pushed the guy into the kitchen”. This 

statement, in timeline order, establishes that y was stabbed before falling 

to the ground in front of the kitchen (not in the restaurant part as  alleges) and 

before  pushes the defendant into the kitchen. The defendant is alleged to have 

attempted to stab after n admittedly pushes him into the kitchen as is 

also evidenced by Exhibit N, the limited surveillance from inside the establishment. 

 

Most telling as to where the incident occurred is Exhibit K in evidence, Officer 

 body camera at 19:20-19:30 with the paramedic reporting to the officer 

that  “someone stabbed me in the bathroom”. This is further supported 

by Officer ’s account to medical staff at exhibit L, video 2015, starting at 4:55, 

wherein he reports that y was stabbed in the bathroom. 

 






